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Abstract 

Boron carbide, which has a high melting point, 
outstanding hardness, good mechanical properties, 
low specific weight, great resistance to chemical 
agents and high neutron absorption cross-section 
(l°BxC, x > 4) is currently used in high-technology 
industries--fast-breeders, lightweight armors and 
high-temperature thermoelectric conversion. 

The contents of this review are: (1) introduction; 
(2) preparations industrial preparative routes, 
powders, sintering (additives, pressureless, hot press- 
ing, HIP); laboratory methods o[ synthesis (CVD, 
P VD, plasma, crystal growth); (3) analytical charac- 
terization; (4) phase diagram--a peritectic, nearly 
pure boron, and a wide phase homogeneity range 
( B4C-BI o. 5 C); (5) rhombohedral crystal structure-- 
a comprehensive model of the whole solid solution is 
proposed; (6) chemical properties; (7)physical 
properties--density, mechanical (strength, hardness, 
toughness) and thermo-electrical properties; (8) main 
industrial applications; (9) conclusion. 

Borcarbid wird zur Zeit auf Grund seines hohen 
Schmelzpunkts, seiner auflergew6hnlichen Hiirte, 
seiner guten mechanischen Eigenschaften, seines 
geringen spezifisehen Gewichts, seiner hohen 
Korrosionsbestiindigkeit und seines Neutronen- 
einfangquerschnitts (l°BxC, x > 4) fiir spezielle 
Anwendungen in der Industrie--den schnellen Briiter, 
fiir Panzerungen mit geringem Gewicht und fiir 
Hoehtemperaturthermoelemente--eingesetzt. Diese 
Zusammenfassung gliedert sich wie folgt: (1) Einlei- 
tung; (2) Herstellung--industrielle Herstellungs- 
methoden, Pulver, Sintern (Additive, drueklos, Heifl- 
pressen, HIP); labormi~'flige Herstellungsverfahren 
(CVD, PVD, Plasma, Kristallziichtung); (3) Analy- 
tische Untersuchungen; (4) das Phasendiagramm---ein 
Peritektikum in der N?ihe reinen Bors und ein weiter 

Homogenitiitsbereich B4C-BIo.C; (5) die rhom- 
boedrische Kristallstruktur--ein umfassendes Modell 
der gesamten Mischkristallbildung wird vor- 
geschlagen; (6) die chemischen Eigenschaften; (7) die 
physikalischen Eigenschaften--Dichte, mechanische 
( Festigkeit, Hiirte, Ziihigkeit ) und thermoelektrische 
Eigenschaften; (8) die industriellen Hauptanwen- 
dungsgebiete; (9) Zusammen.[assung. 

Le carbure de bore, qui prbsente un haut point de 
.fusion, une duretk remarquable, de bonnes propriktbs 
mkcaniques, une faible masse volumique, une grande 
rksistance aux milieux chimiques agressifs et une 
section efficace d'absorption neutronique blevke 
(l°BxC, x>4)  est couramment employk dans les 
domaines technologiques de pointe suivants--surgk- 
nkrateurs, blindages lOgers et convertisseurs thermo- 
klectriques ~ haute tempkrature. 

Cet article traite des thkmes suivants: (1) introduc- 
tion; (2) prkparation--voies de prkparation in- 
dustrielles, poudres, frittage (additifs, frittage naturel, 
pressage h chaud, HIP); mkthodes de synthkse en 
laboratoire (CVD, PVD, plasma, croissance cristal- 
line); (3) caractkrisation analytique; (4) diagramme 
de phases--pkritectique au voisinage du bore pur 
et domaine ktendu d'homogOnbitb de la phase 
(B4C-BIo.sC); (5) structure cristalline rhombo- 
hOdrique--un modkle gknkral pour la totalitk de la 
solution solide est proposb; (6) propribtOs chimiques; 
(7) propriktks physiques--dens#b, propribtbs mkcani- 
ques (rbsistance mbcanique, duretk, tbnacitb) et 
propriktbs thermoklectriques; (8) principales applic- 
ations industrielles; (9) conclusion. 

1 Introduction 

205 

In the group of the most important non-metallic 
hard materials (alumina, silicon carbide, silicon 
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nitride, diamond or cubic boron nitride), boron 
carbide occupies a specific place. 

A boron carbide compound was discovered in 
1858, t then Joly in 1883 and Moissan in 1894 
prepared and identified the compounds B3C and 
B6C, respectively. The 'stoichiometric formula' B4C 
was only assigned in 1934, 2 Then many diverse 
formulae were proposed by Russian authors, which 
have not been confirmed; in fact, there is a wide 
phase homogeneity range B,.0C-BI0.5C (cf. Section 
4). After 1950, numerous studies were carried out, 
especially concerning structures and properties. Due 
to the limited size of this review, only some of the 
most important or recent references and the more 
appropriate reviewsL3=8 will be cited. 

The different topics given in the abstract will be 
described here. 

2 Preparative Routes 

2.1 Industrial preparation of boron carbide 
powders t,3,6,8,9 
Annual production in the non-communist coun- 
tries is about 500 tons 6 

2.1.1 Reduction of boron anhydride (or acid) with 
carbon 
The overall reaction is written: 

2B203 + 7C ~ B4C + 6CO (1) 

The process is strongly endothermic (AH= 
1812 kJ/mol or 9.1 kWh/kg) 6 and takes place in two 
stages: 

B203 + 3CO --* 2B + 3CO 2 

4B + C --~ B4C 

(2) 

(3) 

Brickets of the B203-C mixture are placed in an 
electric-arc furnace. The central zone reaches 
2473-2773 K and gives a carbide of composition 
near B4.3C, containing a few percent free graphite. 
The melted carbide is then crushed and milled to 
produce the grain size appropriate for final use 
(Fig. 1). The pollution introduced during milling is 
eliminated by acid leaching. The outer zones of the 
furnace are less hot (1473-2473K) and contain 
unreacted products, which must be recycled. 

A graphite-tube furnace may also be used at 
1973-2073K, under a protective atmosphere; a 
stoichiometric, fine-grained boron carbide (0.5- 
5#m) is obtained, but the yield is lower than in 
the case of arc-melting. 

Fig. I. Arc-melted powder; mean grain size <5#m; specific 
surface ~ 10 m2/g. 

2.1.2 Reduction of boron anhydride with magnesium 
in the presence of carbon black 
The reaction is strongly exothermic: 

2B203 + 6Mg + C ~ B4C + 6MgO (4) 

A furnace may be used at 1273-1473 K or directly 
after initiating by a point ignition; reaction (4) is 
strongly exothermic. To eliminate magnesia, borides 
(MgB2, etc.) and unreacted Mg metal, the final 
product is washed with H2SO4, or HCI, then with 
hot water. A stoichiometric carbide with low 
granularity (0"1-5 #m) is obtained directly (Fig. 2). It 
is possible to prepare graphite-free material; in other 
cases, it may contain 2% graphite. 

Fig. 2. Powder directly obtained by magnesiothermy, without 
milling; mean grain size < 2 #m; specific surface ~ 21 m2/g. 
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Fig. 4. 

Fig. 3. Magnesiothermal powder purified by a vacuum heat 
treatment then milled; mean grain size<5ltm; specific 

surface ~ 11 m2/g. 

After heat treatment of this powder under 
vacuum (1600°C, 10-2mbar, 2h), free carbon, 
nitrogen and magnesium are eliminated. During 
heat treatment, the specific surface is drastically 
decreased from 21m2/g in the initial powder to 
5 m2/g after 1 h at 1600°£ The resulting powder is 
milled by attrition, and the steel pollution eliminated 
by HC1 leaching; the purified powder is shown in 
Fig. 3. l°-12 

A soluble carbohydrate that decomposes to 
carbon may be used with the carbon black. 13 

2.2 Sintering of boron carbide powders 
The following different methods of sintering boron 
carbide powders to prepare dense materials are 
discussed: 

(1) Hot pressing (and hot isostatic pressing); 
(2) pressureless sintering: 

(a) using metallic, inorganic, etc., additives; 
(b) adding carbon obtained by pyrolysis of 

an organic precursor--phenolic resin 
(alone or with polycarbosilane). 

Two recent reviews on sintering have been pre- 
pared 9"14 so only the more recent references will be 
cited here. 

2.2.1 Hot pressing of boron carbide 
2.2.1.1 Hot pressing of stoichiometric B4.oC 

(20at.%C). Hot pressing (HP) is used in- 
dustrially to prepare different simple shapes. Boron 
carbide is hard and can be machined only using 
diamond (or BNc) rectification. To obtain dense 

Hot-pressed sample; mean grain size ~ 5 Itm; twins are 
present. 

products under vacuum or inert atmosphere: (1) fine 
and pure powders (<2  itm); (2) high temperatures 
(2373-2473 K); (3) pressures of 30-40 MPa; and (4) 
15-45min of pressing in graphite dies should be 
used. The density, porosity and microstructure 
(Fig. 4) depend on the sintering parameters.15 

Densification by sintering during HP results from 
three successive mechanisms: (i) particle rearrange- 
ment, where the enclosed porosity is constant and 
low; (2) plastic flow, leading to the closing of open 
porosity; or (3) decrease by volume diffusion of the 
closed porosity by pore elimination at the end of the 
HP. 

2.2.1.2 Hot pressing of boron-rich carbides 
(2273-2373 K, 20-40 MPa, vacuum or inert atmo- 
sphere, 30-60 rain). The limits of the rhombohedral 
boron carbide phase are: B4C (20at.%C) to BIo.5C 
(8.8 at. %C)(cf. Section 4). HP of these compounds is 
a delicate operation. Extensive carbon diffusion 
takes place from the mold toward the sample and the 
sintering of pure boron produces only boron 
carbide.16 The diffusion diagram in the B-C system 
has been established. T M  Refractory metallic foils 
(Ta, Mo, W, etc.) can be used for protection. By using 
a boron nitride barrier (HP or deposited onto 
graphite mold and punches) it is possible to prepare 
dense and pure boron and boron-rich phases 
(between Blo.5C and B4C ) by HP in graphite 
dies. T M  The models of densification kinetics of 
boron carbides have been determined. 17,19,2° 
Carbon-rich boron carbides have the lowest viscos- 
ity and are more easily densified than the boron-rich 
materials. 17,zo 

2.2.1.3 Hot pressing with additions. 9 The use of 
dopants has different purposes: (1) lowering the 
densification temperature (complete densification at 
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2023-2173K); (2) increasing the oxidation and 
thermal-shock resistance; (3) hindering grain 
growth, thus improving mechanical properties. But 
the problem of purity remains: the material is not 
convenient for nuclear applications. 

Doping agents include: (1) the pure elements: Mg, 
A1, V, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu--and recently Si and 
Ti; 21'22 (2) different compounds: glass, BN, MgO, 
AI20 3, sodium silicate+Mg(NO3) 2 and Fe203, 
ethyl silicate, MgF 2 or AIF 3. 

2.2.2 Hot isostatic pressing of  boron carbide 
This promising new technique, using glass encapsu- 
lation, without any additive, gives high-density 
samples at a low temperature: (1700°C). 23 Hot 
isostatic pressing (HIP) (1200-1750°C, 700- 
3000 bar) of B4C in the presence of excess B, C, 
N using molds of Ti or Zr, avoids the problem of 
graphite diffusion: owing to the formation of 
compounds of higher melting points than that of the 
mold material between the mold and boron carbide, 
leaks were prevented. 24'25 

Pressureless sintered B4C materials (d= 93-97%) 
which weredoped with 1-3 wt% C (as described in 
Section 2.2.6) are then treated by HIP (post-HIPped) 
without encapsulation at 2000°C under an Ar gas 
pressure of 200 MPa, for 2 h: post-HIPping treat- 
ment gives final densities of >99%. Residual 
porosity was eliminated: mechanical properties and 
wear resistance were improved. There is a more 
frequent presence of twins in 'HIPped' samples than 
in HP; the SEM micrographs show almost 100% 
transgranular fracture. 26 

2.2.3 Microwave sintering of boron carbide. 2v'2a 
Boron carbide is sintered to 0-95 dth in less than 
12 min without sintering aids by heating to 2000°C 
with 2.45 GHz microwave radiation. A mean grain 
size of 20/~m results, twins and microcracking 
are present. Energy usage for microwave sintering 
was found to be 18% less than for inductive HP. 

2.2.4 Explosion 29"30 
The type of method is of no significant importance. 

2.2.5 Pressureless sintering of  boron carbide 
2.2.5.1 Pressureless sintering without additive. 9'14 

Boron carbide possesses strong bonding, low plas- 
ticity, high resistance to grain boundary sliding 
and low superficial tension in the solid state, all 
factors that hinder sintering. Sintering parameters 
under an inert atmosphere are known for a wide 
phase homogeneity range, Ba.3-B4.1C. 31 The 
conditions for dense products are: (1) boron carbide 

powders are preferred (reaction sintering gives 
porous material); (2) the grain size must be as low as 
possible, < 3/tm (powders with sizes larger than 
8/~m cannot be sintered); (3) higher temperatures 
(2523-2553 K), near the melting boron carbide point 
of (2573-2623 K) are needed. 

During sintering recrystallization starts at 2073 K 
and at > 2273 K grains grow rapidly. The resulting 
twinning can be removed by high-temperature 
annealing. 32'33 The impurity-induced activation of 
the sintering of industrial B4C arises from the 
formation of low-melting borides; 34 the impurities 
evaporate during sintering. 

2.2.5.2 Pressureless sintering with inorganic and 
metallic additions. 9"14 A lot of inorganic additives 
have been proposed: 

(1) For sintering at <2073 K: Cr, Co, Ni, glass 
and alumina with final density < 78%. 

(2) For higher temperatures (2423-2523K): Si, 
AI, Mg, TiB 2, CrB z, A1, SiC, BezC and more 
recently, SiC + AI, 35 B + C, 1° B + Si (up to 
20at.% Si), 21'22 W2Bs, 36 TiBz+C[37],  A1 
or TiB 2 or AIF3 as additions have improved 
the densification; but an exaggerated grain 
growth, a low mechanical strength, and a 
high impurity content, prove that the addi- 
tives process is generally not satisfactory. 

2.2.6 Pressureless sintering with amorphous carbon 
additions 
The addition of free graphite can be made to obtain 
fine-grained compounds near the theoretical dens- 
ity. 1°-12'14'39-41 The carbon addition may be 
better produced by in-situ pyrolysis ofa Novolaque- 
type phenol-formaldehyde resin ( ~ 9 w t  %). The 
residual free carbon content is 2-2.5wt% 

Fig. 5. Arc-melted powder, pressureless sintered with a 
phenol-formaldehyde resin addition; mean grain size 2pm; 

some large grains are present. 
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Fig. 6. Same sample as in Fig. 5, after electrolytical etching. 
Left: Secondary electrons; right: back-scattered electrons: the 

white spots are free carbon (2'5 wt.%). 

(Figs5-7). 1°'11 This method is now possible in 
industry.lO- 12.14.39-41 

A promising new method is the use of two organic 
precursors, e.g. polycarbosilane with a small amount 
of phenolic resin, giving SiC and C by in-situ 
pyrolysis; the resulting boron carbide ceramics 
have a high density (>92%) and contain no free 
carbon and a small amount of SiC ( ~ 5 w t % )  
(Fig. 8). 1°'1~,42 

2.3 Laboratory preparative routes 
For recent reviews see Refs 9 and 43. 

2.3.1 Powders--some recent encouraging new routes 
A hydrogen-Ar plasma using a BC13-CH4-H 2 
mixture, produces boron carbide powders in ex- 
cellent yield, with a wide stoichiometry range 
(B/C:15.8-3.9) and a fine spherical granularity 
(20-30 nm). 44- 46 Ultrafine (34 nm) B4C powders are 
prepared by the CO2 laser-driven pyrolysis of the 

Fig. 7. Magnesiothermal powder, pressureless sintered with a 
phenol-formaldehyde resin addition; mean grain size 8.4 #m. 

Fig. 8. SEM micrograph of an electrolytically etched sample, 
obtained by pressureless sintering of an arc-melted powder, with 
addition of polycarbosilane (7.5wt.%) and phenolic resin 
(2'5 wt, %). The light phase is SiC, generally intergranular; some 

fine grains (< 3 #m) are intragranutar. 

same BCI3-CH4(C2H4)H 2 mixture. The sintering of 
the later powders should be promising, unfortu- 
nately they are still not commercially available. 4v,~s 

An amorphous B-C-C1 precursor precipate is 
obtained by reaction of CCl4 with BC13 in n-heptane 
in the presence of sodium. After pyrolysis, very fine, 
agglomerated, irregular particules of B4C mixed 
with 10% carbon excess, are obtained. ~9,5° 

The pyrolysis of boron-containing organic pre- 
cursors may produce B4C, pure or with BN, SiC, 
SiO2, etc., generally with low yields. 51 

2.3.2 Thin solid films obtained by CVD 
Films are deposited on different substrates, at high 
temperatures (1273-2073K), using different 
reactions: 

4BCI3(BBr3) + CH4 + Hz --~ B4C + 12HCI (5) 

BC13 + CC14 + 8Hz ~ B4C + 6HC1 (6) 

Calculations and models are used in order to 
predict the conditions and the nature of B-C 
deposits: s2-56 i.e. boron carbide rhombohedral- 
type phase, tetragonal BsoCz, fl-boron, graphite, 
either alone or co-deposited. 5 v 

The mixture BBr358 (or BzH659,6°)-CH4-H2 was 
studied in a microwave plasma (PACVD) at a 
moderate temperature (400-600°C); very hard 
(5000 kg/mm 2) amorphous boron-carbon films were 
deposited, and the maximum microhardness was 
obtained for 38at .C% (outside the phase homo- 
geneity range). 58 

2.3.3 Fibers 
They are obtained by CVD of(i) boron on a carbon 
fiber, followed by reaction (ii) B4C, using reaction (5), 
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Fig. 9. (Commercial) mixture of whiskers, platelets and 
powder. 

on a boron fiber. These fibers reinforce light metals 
matrices (AI, Ti, etc.). 

especially suitable for very light elements, have been 
examined. The correction for carbon is very 
important, depending on voltage. Pure boron and 
diamond standards have been used. The method has 
been tested with a homogeneous boron carbide of 
known composition. The accuracy for carbon is 
2-4% and 2% for boron, the balance (B + C) being 
in the range 100-102%. a7'66'67 

Using a generalized method of additions of 
graphite, it is possible to determine free graphite, 
present in boron carbide powders, using quantita- 
tive XRD and the ratio IC (002)/IBxC (021). 17'67 
Very fine graphite particles (0.1 #m) (so called 'subtle' 
carbon) could be excluded by this method. 68'69 

A new X-ray diffraction method is optimized for a 
quantitative analysis of both graphite and boron 
nitride in the presence of textured, powdered or 
massive, boron carbide (or boron carbide-silicon 
carbide composites) products.l 0,70 

2.3.4 Crystal growth 
Single crystals are obtained using (i) CVD reactions 
(5), or better (6); (ii) zone melting of a boron carbide 
rod and (iii) metal (Cu, Pd, Pt) melts leading to the 
stoichiometric B4C crystals. 61-63 Whiskers and 
platelets, with different stoichiometries, are prepared 
according to reaction (6) (Fig. 9). 6 *̀ 

3 Analytical Characterization 

3.1 Destructive methods for the total C and B content 
determination 65 
Boron carbide is totally oxidized by fusion with 
alkaline carbonate, the resulting product being 
dissolved by HC1. The total boron content is 
determined either by atomic absorption or emission 
spectroscopies or as orthoboric acid H a B O  3, com-  
plexed by mannitol, titrated by soda using poten- 
tiometry. After oxidation by oxygen at 1600°C, the 
total carbon is determined as CO2 by conductimetry 
or gas chromatography. Several methods are 
available to characterize free boron, metallic 
impurities. 65 

3.3 Auger electron spectroscopy 
The shapes of B-KVV and C-KVV Auger lines 
observed on ion-bombardment cleaned surfaces of 
B9C and B4C were relatively insensitive to the bulk 
stoichiometry of the samples. This indicates that the 
local chemical environments surrounding B and C 
atoms on the surface of the ion-bombardment 
cleaned sample do not change appreciably in going 
from BgC to B4C. Microbeam techniques used to 
study a fracture surface of B9C material reveal both 
C-rich (the C-VVV line was graphitic in shape) and 
B-rich regions. 71 

Measured by Auger electron spectroscopy, the B 
concentration of the surface of a B4C single crystal, 
heated in the range 600-1300°C, decreased with the 
heating time and became a steady-state value. 72 

3.4 High-resolution imaging microstructures 
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
used to examine hot-pressed boron carbide shows a 
high density of variable width twins. 73 The same 
technique was used to study the radiations effects in 
boron carbide. TM 

3.2 Non-destructive methods for quantitative 
analysis 
Operating on polished dense materials, the total 
boron and carbon contents are determined by 
microanalysis. Optimum conditions for the micro- 
analysis, as well as the choice of principal parameters 
(accelerating voltage, standards, back ground 
measurements, etc.) have been determined. The 
principles of the corrective method, which is 

4 Phase Diagram 

A lot of controversial phase diagrams have been 
proposed in the period 1955-1960.17"75 Later on 
Elliott 76 and Kieffer eta/. 77 assumed a wide phase 
homogeneity range for boron carbide (9-20 at. %C) 
and a eutectic between B4C and C lies at 26at.% C 
and  2400°C. 77 

In order to investigate precisely the whole phase 
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Fig. 10. 
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Boron~zarbon phase diagram. ©, Hot-pressed samples; P, peritexy; F, congruent melting; E, eutectic. " Ref. 76: 
Ref. 77; - -  corresponds to 'vertical limits'; . . . .  , Refs ! 7, 75, 78, 79. 

diagram, samples prepared by melting and hot- 
pressing were studied. Various mixtures of fl-boron 
and carbon powders were hot-pressed in graphite 
dies (1500-1800°C, 30MPa, Ar atmosphere), then 
electron-beam melted under vacuum. Purification 
occurred during melting, iv Crystallization pro- 
ceeded from the outside to the inside, because of the 
thermal gradient imposed by the cooled copper 
crucible of the electron gun. 

Samples were cut and diamond polished; their 
surfaces were characterized by electron microprobe 
analysis (cf. Section 3.2), metallographic techniques, 
XRD (cf. Section 5) and Knoop microhardness (cf. 
Section 7.5.1) measurements. The metallographic 
investigations, together with the microanalysis, 
showed that the boron carbide phase exists in the 
homogeneity range 9-20at .%C (with a relative 
accuracy of 3-5 %). In order to confirm these limits 
the crystal lattice dimensions (cf. Section 5) and the 
microhardness (cf. Section 7.5.1) of boron carbide in 
the above homogeneity range were studied. Boron 
carbide melts congruently and forms a eutectic 
between carbon-rich compounds and graphite. For 
the boron-rich compounds the existence of a 
peritectic transformation with a solid solution of 
carbon (< 1 at.%C) in the fl-rhombohedral boron 
structure 17,75,78 was assumed. 

Furthermore, samples were prepared by hot 
pressing (1800-2200°C, 32"5 MPa, 30-60 min, under 
argon) a mixture of fl-boron/or carbon and boron 
carbide (from magnesiothermy for instance) pow- 
ders. After this long soaking time, samples are 
considered to be in good thermodynamic equilib- 
rium. Representing the lattice parameters variation 
versus C content, the breaks in the lines confirmed 
the same homogeneity range (8.8-20.0at,%C, i.e. 

B l o . 4 C  B4C)  17'79 (cf. Section 5). Therefore a phase 
diagram is proposed (Fig. 10). 

Studying powders or hot-pressed pellets, a 
carbon-richer phase limit has been proposed: 
21.6at.%C (B3.63C) at low temperature and up to 
24"3 at.%C near the melting point, 8° but it has not 
been yet confirmed by other researchers. 

CVD provides phases out of an equilibrium, with 
broader limits (cf. Section 2.3.2). For instance, in a 
deposition diagram, the rhombohedral boron car- 
bide phase is present between at least 4 to 16at. 
C%; 57 using reaction(6), single-phase crystalline 
materials ranging in composition from B2C to BI 7C 
have been obtained. 81'82 

5 Rhombohedral Crystal Structure 

The crystal structure of boron carbide has been 
known for a long time. s3 The lattice belongs to the 
D3d~--R3-m space group. The rhombohedral unit 
cell contains 15 atoms corresponding t o  B t 2 C  3 

(Fig. 11). More recent data have contested these 
results. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
studies, 84's5 carried out on a crystal ofstoichiometry 
close to B12C3, have shown that the central position 
in the C C-C chain (b site) was partially occupied by 
boron (60% in Ref. 84). Using IR absorption 
spectroscopy Becher and Th6venot have confirmed 
the existence of the C-B-C chain in compounds such 
as B4C and B s . s 2 C .  85 

The boron carbides are composed of twelve-atom 
icosahedral clusters which are linked by direct 
covalent bonds and through three-atom inter- 
icosahedral chains. The boron carbides are known 
to exist as a single phase with carbon concentrations 
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• Boron . 6 h i  (or B (1)) 

0 Boron . 6h2 (or B (2)) 

Fig. 11. 

D o r o n  - l b  (or B (3)) 

O Carbon - 2¢ (or C(4)) 

Rhombohedra l  crystalline structure of  boron carbide. 

from about 8.8 to 20 at.%. This range of carbon con- 
centrations is made possible by the substitution of 
boron and carbon atoms for one another within 
both the icosahedra and intericosahedral chains s6 
(Fig. 11). It is pointed out that four sites are available 
for a total of 15 boron and carbon atoms. The most 
widely accepted structural model for B a C  has BI 1C 
icosahedra with C-B-C intericosahedral chains. 

The problem remains to know where all the boron 
and carbon atoms are situated exactly in the whole 
phase homogeneity range. Otherwise specific sub- 
units have been proposed, i.e. B 4 chains on the 
boron-rich side, B4C2 rings, C-C-C, C-B-B chains, 
etc. 87 But the controversy still remains, at least 
partly.a7-90 It is the reason why the present authors 
tried to find a convenient model for the whole solid 
solution. 17,79, s 7,91 

As it has been already indicated in Section 4, the 
phase composition of hot-pressed boron carbide 
specimens containing 0-60a t .%C in a perfect 
thermodynamic equilibrium was studied with the 
help of various analytical techniques, namely 
chemical analysis of B and C, addition method 
adapted for quantitative XRD analysis, electron 
microprobe analysis and lattice parameter 
measurements. 
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Hexagonal lattice parameters and cell volume of  
boron-rich phases.I 7.79 

The cell parameters an, cn and the resulting 
volume VR of the rhombohedral cell are represented 
as a function of the global composition of the 
samples. The straight lines, which were plotted by 
linear regression, intersect at a mean value of 
20.1at.%C, representing the carbon-rich com- 
position limit and 8.8 at. %C for the boron-rich limit 
of the rhombohedral boron carbide phase (Figs 12 
and 13). The lattice parameters of the latter two 
limits, of C-saturated fl-rhombohedral boron and B- 
saturated graphite, were determined 17'79 (Tables 1 
and 2). 

The previous studies (lattice parameters, analysis 
of B and C) together with accurate measurements of 
the density of compounds in the phase homogeneity 
range allowed the determination of the number n of 
each atom contained in the unit cell. The value of n T 
varies linearly with the carbon content, Cc :17'91 

nv = 15"47 -- 0"019 C c at.% (r = 0"994) 

The gradients of the plots of the parameters an, ell, 
aR and ~R as a function of the C content are 
discontinuous at the composition 13.33at.%C 
(BI 3C2) (Fig. 14). This experimental result confirms 
the particular role of this composition within the 

Table 1. Lattice parameters for the limiting compositions x7'79 

Carbon-saturated fl-rhombohedral boron Limiting boron-rich boron carbide 

a H = 10"929/~ a .  = 5"651/~. a R = 5-213/~ 
c H = 23"921/~ c ,  = 12.196A, ~ = 65.650 ° 
V• = 2 474.20!k 3 VH= 337"29 A 3, VR= 112"43 A 3 

H, Hexagonal  lattice; R, rhombohedral  lattice. 
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solid solution range. The volume of  the rhombo- 
hedral unit cell decreases linearly with the carbon 
content. 17'91 A recent determination of  lattice 
parameters of  boron carbides prepared by direct 
synthesis between boron and carbon powders 63 
shows reasonably good agreement with the work on 
h o t - p r e s s e d  s a m p l e s  1 7 ' 7 9 ' 9 1  (Fig. 15). The break 

observed in the variation of  an with the carbon 

Table 2. Lattice parameters of carbon-rich boron carbides and 
of boron-saturated graphite 17.79 

Limiting Carbon-rich Boron-saturated 
boron carbide graphite 

a n = 5"607 /~  a R = 5' 170 5 / ~  a .  = 2 ' 4 7 0 / ~  

CH= 12"095 ~ ~ = 65"683 ° CH = 6 ' 7 3 9 / ~  
V H = 3 2 9 ' 3 0 A  3 V R = 1 0 9 - 7 7 ~  3 V H = 35-61 ,Z~ 3 

H, Hexagonal lattice; R, rhombohedral lattice. 

content (Fig. 14) was not confirmed (Fig. 15). Com- 
paring the results obtained for different preparative 
routes in the literature, a large scatter of  the data was 
observed. Several explanations were proposed: (i) 
the composi t ion of  boron carbides is frequently not 
well known; (ii) small impurity concentrations can 
have a very large effect on the lattice parameter, and 
(iii) internal stresses may affect lattice parameters 
values. 63 

Fig. 14. (a) Rhombohedral a R and 0< R, (b) rhombohedral V~ and 
(c) hexagonal an and cn cell parameters of boron carbide within 
its range of homogeneity, as a function of carbon content 

(measured at room temperature).17,91 
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Fig. 15. Hexagonal lattice parameters of boron carbides 
versus composition. • , Powder63; []]], hot press; 63 ~]), single 
crystals; 92-96 Iq, hot press; 91 Q), C V D ;  81'97 ~ ,  electron-beam 

melted, 75 and O, other preparations; 9a'99 cited in Ref. 63. 

For the carbon-rich limiting composition 
(20.0at.% C) a value of 15.08 _+ 0.15 atoms per unit 
cell, i.e. 12.06 B + 0.08 atoms and 3.02_+ 0.08 C 
atoms was obtained. The lattice corresponding to 
the boron-rich limiting composition (8.8at.%C) 
consists of 15.30+0.15 atoms per unit cell, i.e. 
13-95 _+ 0.08 B atoms and 1.35 _+ 0.08 C atoms. The 
unit cell corresponding to the composition 
13.3 a t .%C (so-called 'B13C2') contains 15"21 _+ 0"15 
atoms, i.e. 13.18_+0.08B atoms and 2.03C_+0.08 
atoms. 17.91 

Finally, studies of the variation in the interatomic 
distances with carbon content, together with 13C 
N M R  and IR absorpt ion spectroscopy, both 
characteristics of  the different interatomic bonds, 
show the complexity of  the solid solution mechan- 
ism. Two domains, separated by the 13.3at.%C 
composition, have been found. In the carbon-rich 
compositions, up to 20 at. % C, a partial substitution 
of a boron atom by carbon in the B ~ 2 icosahedra and 
in the centre of the C-B-C  chain is found. In the 
boron-rich compositions, up to 8.7 at.% C, a sub- 

stitution in the C-B-C chain by boron atoms is seen. 
Furthermore, over the whole domain, there are 
interstitial atoms in the lattice (0 for 20 at. % C, 0.33 
atom for 8.7 at.% C). This model appears to be the 
more coherent than has yet been proposed. 17,av 

[C] = 20 at. % C 
--~ [C] 13.3 at. % C --~ [C] = 8.7 at. % C 

B1,.77(Co.Ea)[C(Bo.23C0.77)C] 
--~ B12(CBC)Bo .xsCo.o3 ~ BIz(CBC)o.66 B1.33 

n- -  15 --*n = 15.23--~ n = 15-33 

Considering the replacement of C atoms within 
B4C, which can be written (B~C) C-B-C, with B 
atoms, it was recently concluded that entropic and 
energetic considerations both favored this replace- 
ment within the intericosahedral chains, C - B - C - ~  
C-B-B. Once the cai'bon concentration is so low 
that the vast majority of the chains are C-B-B, near 
B13C2, subsequent substitution of C with B atoms 
occurs within the icosahedra, Bl lC  ~ B12. Maxima 
of the free energy occur at the most ordered 
compositions (B,C, B13C2, (B14C.9)). 62'86 The evo- 
lution in the substitutions with a molecular disorder 
is also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy 63'x°°'t°l 
and anomalous Seebeck coefficient observation. 1°2 
X-Ray calculations indicate that the carbon atom in 
BloC icosahedra, for the B,C stoichiometry, pre- 
ferentially occupy the polar site B2 (those connecting 
the icosahedra). 1°1'~°3 However, the identity of the 
chains have to be proved by spectroscopy and the 
model just considers 15 atoms, whereas the present 
authors have proved there are up to 15-33 atoms in 
the unit cell. 

6 Chemical Properties 6'8 

Boron carbide is one of the most stable compounds;  
its standard enthalpy of formations is low ( -9 .3  to 
- 17"1kcal/mol) ( -38 .9  to -71"5kJ/mol).  1 Fine 
powders are slowly oxidized in wet air; oxygen and 
water contents increase with time and species like 
'B203' HBO 3 or H3BO 3 are formed at the 
surface. 104 

Oxidation of  hot-pressed samples in oxygen starts 
at 600°C and results in the formation of  a thin 
transparent B20 3 film, which cracks after cooling. 
Up to 1200°C the oxidation process is limited by the 
diffusion of reagents through the oxide layer.l 05 - 1 o 7 

Boron carbide is not attacked by cold chemical 
reagents; it is oxidized by hot oxidizing acids 
(HNO3, H2SO,, HC104, etc.) 1°8 and fused salts (cf. 
Section 3.1). Chlorine attacks B4C at 600°C, and 
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bromine attacks it at 800°C, giving boron trihalides; 
B,,C reacts with metal oxides at elevated tempera- 
tures to give carbon monoxide and metal borides, l o9 
Being activated by halides, B4C is used for the 
boronizing of steels and alloys. 11°- 112 B,,C reacts 
with many metals that form carbides or borides at 
1000°C, i.e. iron, nickel, titanium, and zirconium. 6 
Aluminium and silicon form substitutional com- 
pounds with boron carbide. 6"113 

7 Physical Properties 

7.1 Density 17'91 
The density of boron carbide increases linearly with 
carbon content within the homogeneity range of the 
phase according to the relationship: 

d(g/cm 3) = 2.422,, + 0"00489l-C ] at. % (r = 0"998) 

with 8"8 at.% < [C] < 20-0 at.%. 
The density measured for B,,C is 2.52g/cm3; 

B 13Cz, 2.488 g/cm3; B 1 o.,,C, 2'465 g/cm- 3 

7.2 Coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) 
Different determinations have been carried out: 

= 3"016 x 10 -6 + 4'30 x 10-91 
--9"18 x 1 0 - 1 3 t  2 ( t ° C )  t14 

average value ~ = 5-73 × 10 -6 K -  1 (300-1970 K)115 

4.5 × 10-6K -1116 

4-8 × 10-6K -1 (25-800cC) 117 

The dependence of linear and anisotropic (per- 
pendicular or parallel to c axis) CTE with tempera- 
ture has been determined. 115 

7.3 Specific thermal capacity (Cp) of B4 Cl18 

Cp (cal/mol K) = 22"99 + 5"40 × 10- 3 T 
- 1 0 " 7 2 x  105T -2 (TK) 

7.4 Thermoeleetrieal properties 
'Nuclear electric propulsion is under consideration 
in the USA for future outer planet missions. 
Previous results from a space craft system study 
showed that an opt imum hot junction temperature 
is in the range of 1500K for advanced nuclear 
reactor technology combined with thermoelectric 
conversion'l ~ 9 This is the reason why a lot of work 
has been carried out on that subject by SANDIA, 
JET Propulsion Laboratory under contract with 
NASA and the DOE in the USA, starting from 1981 

[see Refs 120-123, for a literature review see 
Ref. 124]. 

Because there were many contradictions in the 
literature, mainly due to uncertain sintering routes 
of samples,124 the aim of this work was to determine 
the dependence of the figure of merit Z [via the 
electrical (a) and thermal (2) conductivities and 
Seebeck coefficient (S), according to the relation Z = 
S 2~r/).] on the temperature and carbon content 
within the phase homogeneity range of boron 
carbide. Perfectly characterized hot-pressed (Sect- 
ion 2.2) samples were studied. 1v'12'*'125 

A lower than theoretical density in boron carbides 
reduces the thermal conductivity 2; a monotonic 
decline of ), with increasing temperature is noticed 
with B4C; with large B/C ratios the temperature 
dependence is essentially nil. 1v'124'126 The heat 
conduction mechanism occurs by phonon diffu- 
sion. 12,,. 127 The influence of porosity and grain size 
on the thermal conductivity of B4C has been 
studied. 127 

The electrical conductivity of boron carbides 
increases with temperature. 124 The conduction 
mechanism is explained by the small polaron 
hopping 12s or by a bipolaronic hopping. 129'13° The 
hopping activation energy E, increases slightly when 
the C content increases; there is perhaps a break in 
the slope for 13.3at.%C. 12'* 

Boron carbide is a p-type semiconductor even at 
very high temperature; the Seebeck coefficient S 
remains positive over the whole phase homogeneity 
range, increases slightly with temperature and 
reaches values of 200-300~V/K at 1250K. The 
possibility of creating efficient n-type materials 
remains a subject of interest; a low carbon CVD 
sample (90% rhombohedral phase) shows n-type 
behavior at room temperature. 123 

Thermal (2) and electrical (a) conductivities and 
Seebeck coefficient (S) variations versus C content 
exhibit a break for 13"3at.%C; this illustrates the 
particular role played by this compound in the phase 
homogeneity range (cf. Section 5); it was not 
observed by other authors. For all the carbides the 
figure of merit Z, expressed in l/K, increases with 
temperature. Furthermore for a given temperature, 
the 13"3 at.%C composition possesses the highest Z 
value, 0"85 × 10 3/K at 1250K, 124 compared with 
0"5×10-3 /K at 1273K obtained by Wood for 
BgC. 122 The Z value obtained for the B13C 2 
compound 12,, exceeds that of the best p-type Si-Ge 
alloys, generally used at these high temperatures; 122 
this value underlines the promise of boron carbide 
for use in high-temperature thermoelectric 
generators. 
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7.5 Hardness and wear resistance 
7.5.1 Hardness 
Boron carbide is among the hardest materials 
(diamond, BNc). Hardness measurements are dif- 
ficult; the preparation of samples and conditions of 
measure are uncertain or unknown, therefore values 
are scattered, and difficult to be com- 
pared. 17,75,78,13 ~ The influence of carbon content is 
controversial; for instance Allen 13z found an 
increase of hardness with C content, whereas Lipp 
and Schwetz did not find any influence.~31 

Therefore the conditions of Knoop microhard- 
ness (HK) determination on planar electron-gun 
melted samples were studied. ~ v,v 5,78.133 

Mechanical polishing induces a surface strain, 
therefore HK decreases when the time of electrolytic 
etching is increasing; HK reaches a plateau after 10 s. 
HK decreases when the load P increases. The 
variation of log P versus logL (L = length of the 
print), allows the determination of n in Meyer's law 
P = aL"; after mechanical or electrolytic polishing, 
this variation is represented by a broken line with 
two slopes: i.e. (i) n = 1.01 and 1.75 after mechanical 
polishing and (ii) n = 1.20 and 1.80 after electrolytic 
etching. 

The Knoop microhardness increases linearly with 
the C content in the phase homogeneity range. For 
instance, after mechanical polishing, HK2oog= 
2910 + 90 kg m m -  2 (29" 1 GPa) for 10.6 at. C %, and 
reaches 3770 + 80 kg/mm 2 for 20 at.C % (B4C, with 
the minimum volume cell (Section 5) and the 
maximum density (Section 7.1)). After electrolytic 
etching HK drops by 25%: HK2o0~=2840+ 
60 kg/mm 2 for B4C. 

HK2o o = 25.5 ___ 2.4 GPa for pressureless sintered 
samples and 29.0 + 1-5 for hot-pressed samples, x°'~ 
Values depend on microstructures, i.e. on processing 
and densification parameters. 

Vickers hardness (HV) similarly increases with the 
C content in CVD samples. 134,135 Extreme hardness 
values were obtained by microwave plasma depo- 
sition (Section 2.3.2). There is an evolution of  HV 
with the deposition temperature of CVD; a mini- 
mu m was observed for 1373 K, which corresponds 
to the microstructure with a maximum grain size.X 34 

Hardness decreases in the presence of  free 
graphite in electron-beam melted, 75 sintered 11 or 
C V D  135 samples or AI-Si-C phase in hot-pressed 
boron carbide? 36 

Rebound measurements of  the hardness of  boron 
carbide indicate no decrease with temperature up to 
1300°C. However, static indentation measurements 
show a continuous decrease of  the hardness with 
temperature137 (Fig. 16). 
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Fig. 16. Hardness of B4C versus temperature 137 (the upper 
curve represents the results obtained for E(indenter) = 600 GPa, 
while the lower curve represents the results obtained assuming E 
(indenter)= 500 GPa). , Static indentation hardness; 

O C), hardness calculated from rebound experiments. 

7.5.2 Wear 

Because of its high hardness and strength, boron 
carbide is inferior in abrasive resistance only to 
diamond; expressed in arbitrary units, the abrasive 
resistance of diamond is the top of the scale with 
0.613, then boron carbide with 0.4-0.422, and silicon 
carbide 0-314. 8 The abrasion mechanism of B4C was 
studied at 20-1400°C; plastic deformation was 
significant at temperatures higher than 800°C in air 
and vacuum; the depth of the deformation layer 
after reciprocal abrasion of two similar objects made 
of B4C increased with the increase of  the material 
grain size, and was 10-15 pm at 800-1000°C. 138 The 
friction coefficient and wear resistance of hot- 
pressed B4C cylinders were studied under vacuum in 
the temperature range 20-1400°C; hollow cylinder 
face-to-face friction was carried out, under a load of 
1 MPa and an average slip velocity of 0.01 m/s; the 
friction coefficient decreases continuously during 
heating from room temperature up to 1400°C, 
whereas the wear rate gradually increased up to 
400°C, then decreases and becomes very low at 
800-1000°C, and finally increases. 139'14° B203, 
BO(OH) and BO3H3 were formed on the friction 
interface in air. 1 a s,x 39 The erosion resistance by SiC 
particles impact is better for B4C than for zirconia, 
alumina or silicon carbide-based systems. T M  
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7.5.3 Machining 
Diamond tools or polishing pastes must be used. 
Electric spark machining is convenient and not 
expensive. 142"143 In particular there is no surface 
stress: the strength is constant with increasing 
etching depth. ~'3 

7.6 Strength 
Almost all the mechanical properties measured on 
hot-pressed (or sintered) boron carbide samples, 
with close to theoretical densities, differ and depend 
on specific impurity contents (especially A1, Si and C 
used as dopants) and distribution, porosity, clusters 
of diffusion pores, grain size, etc. Therefore measure- 
ments are hardly comparable.~ 36 

Strength depends on the hot-pressing temperature 
and the stoichiometry of the carbide; small boron 
additions eliminate free graphite, thus improve 
strength; 16 strength would increase with the carbon 
content of the homogeneous carbide phase. 144 
Notice that three point bending tests give higher 
values than four point. 1°5'136 Hot-pressed 0rV= 
300-500 MPa), or post-HIP treated 26 samples have 
higher characteristics than sintered ones (av= 
150-350 M P a )  1 0 -  1 2 ' 1 4 ' 2 6 ' 3 9 " t 0 5 ' 1 3 6 ' 1 4 2 -  144 

( T a b l e  3; 39 sintering conditions are not clearly 
indicated, but pressureless sintering conditions are 
likely to be 1900-2150°C, under reduced atmosphere 
(0"1 mbar), hold time 30min (cf. Ref. 26), and hot- 
pressing conditions: 2100-2200°C, 20-40MPa, 
under vacuum, for 15M5min (cf. Section 2.2.1.1)). 

Strength is highly variable as Weibull modulus is 
low (5); for all etching depths, the Weibull modulus 
and strength remain constant, thus the flaws are 
inherent to the materials. ~43 

7.6.1 Influence of  porosity and grain size 
Transverse strength tr (compressive, or impact) 

decreases when porosity P, or grain size D, increase; 
several models have been proposed: t6A*2`l*4 

In tr = 20"337 - 0-367 In D - 4.974P 

in which tr is in MPa, D in/am, and P is fractional 
porosity;16 

a = ~o e-b'°/xf-DG 

where 09 is the total porosity and DG the grain 
size. t 44 

For all the stoichiometries the rupture strength 
decreases when the total porosity increases; it seems 
that the slope for a high-boron containing carbide 
(i.e. 80wt%B) is higher than that for a low-boron 
containing carbide (i.e. 76wt%B): therefore the 
influence of porosity is less important when the 
carbon content increases.14* Strength decreased by a 
factor of 6-7, with increasing porosity from 2 to 46% 
and grain size from 5 to 140#m. 142 

Fracture surface of hot-pressed boron carbide 
subjected to transverse rupture strength (TRS) and 
impact tests revealed an intercrystalline character at 
porosities in excess of 15%, and a mainly trans- 
crystalline character at porosities below 15%. 
Rupture was of the brittle cleavage type (river 
patterns). There were also many twins intersected by 
cleavage steps.~*2 

7.6.2 Behavior at high temperature 
Under nitrogen atmosphere there was little or no 
decrease in strength 11v from its room temperature 
value of 380MPa up to 1500K (340MPa); the 
fracture was fully transgranular at all testing 
temperatures.143 

In air, there is a gradual decrease in strength 
between 600 and 1000°C, due to superficial oxi- 
dation into B 2 0 3  .145 Above 1200°C, catastrophic 
B4C oxidation started, which resulted in a complete 
degradation of strength. 1°5 Si and A1 dopants 

Table 3. Properties of hot-pressed and sintered B4C materials 39 

Property Hot-pressed Sintered B4C 
B,c 

B4C(lwt % C) B4C(3wt %C) 

Total carbon content a (wt %) 21.7 22.5 24-8 
Porosity (%) <0"5 < 2 < 2 
Bulk density (g/cm 3) 251 2-44 2-46 
Mean grain size (/~m) 5 8 7 
Flexural strength (four-point bend) (MN/m 2) 480 + 40 351 + 40 353 + 30 
Young's modulus (GPa) 441 390 372 
Shear modulus (GPa) 188 166 158 
Poisson's ratio 0.17 0.17 0.17 
Fracture toughness (K~c (SENB)) (MPa m ~/z) 3-6 _+ 0.3 3.3 + 0.2 3.2 _+ 0-2 

a The amount of free carbon can be calculated approximately from Cf,ee = 1"28 C, ota ~ -- 28. 
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improved the oxidation resistance, thus retain- 
ing a higher strength at higher temperature 
( < 1400°C). l`*s 

7.7 Toughness (KI~) 
K~¢ is measured by indentation and SENB methods 
(=  2"9-3"7 MPa ml/2). 1°- 12,3901o5,136,143 

Using the Griffith relation for a polycrystalline 
dense sample, KI¢ was estimated to be 1.3 _ 0.3 MPa 
ml/2.1,,,, 

7.7.1 Behavior at high temperature 
Under nitrogen atmosphere K~¢ remained constant 
at ~ 3 . 7 M P a m  1/2 up to 1500K ~43 or decreased 
from 1.77 at 25°C to 1.31 M P a m  ~/2 at 1200°C. 1`.6 

In air, K~ is not greatly changed up to 1200°C; 
here, a crack propagates from a previously made 
notch, and a larger number of defects due to 
oxidation on the sample surface obviously has no 
influence on the K~ value. 1°5 

7.7.2 CVD 
K~c increases with the carbon content in the phase 
homogeneity range (B/C: 6-4); it decreases in the 
presence of free graphite.135 

7.8 Young's modulus (El 
The relationship v = (E/2G) - 1, where v is Poisson's 
ratio and G the shear modulus, is given. E values are 
in the range 3 6 0 - 4 6 0 G P a .  l°'11.26"39't°5"t36,143 E 

decreases slightly when temperature (up to 2000°C) 
and porosity P increase: 16'117'1`*`*'1'.6'1`.7 

E =  460[(1 - P)/(1 + 2.999P)]GPa 1'.6 and 
In E =  26.833-- 5.462P (same expression for 
B4C and boron-rich carbides). 16 

E depends on stoichiometry and decreases with 
the boron content. 1,,,, Experimental values are much 
scattered; if specific models are considered, E can be 
computed, for instance E =  498 GPa for 84wt%B 
and 418GPa for 75 wt°/oB. 1̀ *̀* 

Opposite results have been obtained recently 
( T a b l e  4). 63 'The large decrease in modulus below 
B13C 2 reflects a change in the stiffness of the most 

Table 4. Elastic properties of boron carbide 63 

Carbon (%) E (GPa) G (GPa) v B (GPa) 

20'0 471 200 0"18 245 
18"2 465 197 0"18 243 
15"4 466 197 0'18 245 
13"3 450 189 0"19 241 
11'5 351 150 0"17 178 
10"0 348 150 0"16 170 
10'0 323 132 0"22 194 

compressible structural unit, the icosahedron, as 
B 11C icosahedra are replaced by B~2 icosahedra'. 63 

E is related to the composition of CVD materials 
(maximum value: E = 4 7 5  GPa for B13C2). T M  

7.9 Poisson modulus (v) 
According to the literature, the values of v split into 
two groups: 0" 14 and 0.18.143 Other values have been 
proposed: v --- 0.17; 39 0-178; 143 0.16-0.18; 26 0-21.147 

The variation of v with carbon content is given in 
T a b l e  4. 63 

7.10 Shear modulus (G) 
G (158-188GPa 26'39) decreases when the carbon 
content decreases (Table 4). 63 

7.11 Thermal shock resistance 
Experimental thermal shock resistance (determined 
by decrease of Young's modulus) was ATe = 210 K 
for pressureless sintered samples and 260 K for hot- 
pressed samples. 1°'~1 The maximal thermal shock 
resistance of B4C pellets (used in nuclear reactors) 
can be predicted by AT~max6"5/R (R is the pellet 
radius, in m) 127 or experimentally deduced.117 

7.12 Fracture energy (~f) 
Various values have been proposed: 1.6; ~44 4-5; x46 
14; 143 18.9 J/mZ. 16 Of course, determinations were 
carried out on materials with different micro- 
structures, thus with different mechanical charac- 
teristics. The general calculation of 7r uses the 
Griffith relation: 

and 

7f = K2(1 - vZ)/2E 

Kic = a x /  C Y 

where C is the size of  the fracture-initiating flow and 
Y is a constant depending on the size of the 
specimen. 

An estimate of 7 using a bond energy model 
usually yields a good order of magnitude for 
covalent solids; for boron carbide it yields 7=  
l l ' 8 J / m  2, while the calculation using Griffith 
relations leads to ~, = 14 J/m 2.143 'In fracture testing, 
potential errors and invalid tests normally result in 
computed 7f values which are greater than they 
should be'. 146 

Other correlations have been found. Using the 
Griffith criterion in the form: 

(o'2/E) = (2/n)(7/C) 

an approximative value of ~, can be calculated from 
results for flexural strength and elastic modulus 
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using regression analysis based on the following 
model where D is the mean grain diameter and P the 
fractional porosity; the regression analysis gives the 
relation: 16 

(a2/E)= 3453801 - 751 2 9 8 1 n D - 4 3 1 8 7 6 4 P  

for a definite dense microstructure, with D = 100/am 
and ~-- 18"9 J/m 2. This regression analysis showed 
that 7 decreased with increasing porosity and 
average grain size. 16 

Other regression relations 7(including B content 
and open and closed porosity as additional vari- 
ables) were also analyzed, but these additional 
variables did not have a significant effect on the 7 
value. ~6 

The dependence of 7 on temperature has been 
calculated. ~43 The fracture energy at 500°C ap- 
peared to be experimentally independent of poros- 
ity. ~46 For a given porosity (i.e. 8%), 7 decreases 
when the temperature increases. 143.146 

More details and interesting discussions on 7 
determinations are given in Refs 143 and 146. 

8 Main Industrial Applications 

Details may be found in diverse reviews. 3-8 
According to the previously described properties, 
the applications may be divided as follows. 

8.1 Uses based on hardness 
The major industrial use of boron carbide is as 
abrasive grit or powder. Particle sizes are available 
from 1 #m to 10mm, used as polishing, lapping and 
grinding media for hard materials such as cemented 
carbides, technical ceramics, etc. Boron carbide is far 
less expensive than diamond. 

A second category is wear-resistance components 
made of hot-pressed sintered pieces. Boron carbide 
sand-blasting nozzles are characterized by minimum 
wear, even with silicon carbide or corundum grit. 
Post-HIP sintered components have the best wear 
resistance. 26'148 Boron carbide ceramic nozzles are 
used for water-jet cutting. 

Other wear applications include sintered B4C 
wheel dressing sticks to produce new cutting edges, 
and mortars and pestles. 

Lightweight armor plates have been used for the 
protection of helicopters, or as breastplates for the 
protection of personnel against piercing bullets.149 

8.2 Chemical uses (cf. Section 6) 
Boron carbide powders, activated by fluorides (or 
other halides), are used to diffuse boron at the 

surface of steels; the resulting Fe2 B thin layer 
(10-200#m) is very hard (HV (1N)=24GPa)  and 
wear resistant. 1 ~o.15o In certain cases, the formation 
of a brittle two-phase iron boride (FeB-Fe2B) layer, 
is inconvenient; the aim is to produce a single Fe2B 
phase.111.112 

8.3 Electrical application (cf. Section 7"4)--boron 
carbide/graphite thermocouple 
The thermocouple consists of a graphite tube, a B4C 
bar, and a BN sleeve between them. It can be used to 
2200°C, under inert gas or vacuum atmosphere; 
there is a linear relationship between its voltage and 
the temperature at 600-2200°C. t 5~-153 

8.4 Nuclear applications 4' 114,154 - 156 
8.4.1 Principles 
The main part (95%) of nuclear power is now 
produced in reactors controlled by two kinds of 
absorbing materials: boron carbide ('B4C') or a 
ternary alloy (Ag-In-Cd).  Boron carbide is a 
neutron absorber widely used because of  its high B 
content, its good chemical inertness and high 
refractoriness. The neutronic absorption of B4C is 
due to I°B, which participates according to the 
following capture reaction: 

I°B q- In ~ ~He + 37Li + 2-4 MeV 

The cross-section of this reaction varies from 3850 
barns for thermal neutrons to a few barns for fast 
neutrons (the law following 1/x/E, E=energy of 
neutrons), and allows the use of boron carbide with 
the natural isotopic content (19"8 % of 1°B--the rest 
being 11B) or enriched up to 90at .% t°B for reactor 
guiding. The absorbent nuclear material depends on 
the specific reactor. 

8.4.2 The main present reactors ~55'156 
Pressurized water reactors (PWR) are the most 
widely used in the world, and used by Electricit6 de 
France (EDF) in France. Two kinds of reactors now 
exist: 900 MW, where the Ag- In -Cd  alloy only is 
used, and the last generation 1300 MW in which B4C 
is partly substituted for the alloy. 

Fast breeder reactors (FBR), more recent than 
PWR, their standardization is not completely 
achieved, but boron carbide is now recognized as a 
neutron absorber. In fact I°B is one of the nuclides 
which reveals the best behavior under fast neutrons: 
a large cross-section (1 barn in a standard spectrum 
of a 0.7 MeV average energy) and no resonance in 
the whole spectrum. 

According to the design of the reactor core 
(number of barns), 'natural' boron (19.8% I°B) or 
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enriched is used: on the one hand, 48% for Phenix, 
and on the other hand 90% in Rapsodie (stopped in 
1983) or Superphenix. Enrichment (obtained by 
chemical exchange reactions, or by using resins) is a 
tedious and very expensive route: the price of 1 g 
carbide with 90% ~°B is near 4-5 ECUS (or US 
dollars), whereas 'natural' boron carbide costs 15-75 
ECUS/kg. 6 

8.4.3 Control rods in P W R  157 

'The fissile material (U235) is placed inside the 
reactor core in the form of fuel assemblies. These 
assemblies measure from 4 to 4.8 m in length.. .  Each 
fuel assembly consists of 264 zirconium tubes or 
rods, which contain uranium dioxide fuel pellets. 
The rods are secured in a square framework or 
'skeleton' by means of 8 to 10 grids, two nozzles and 
24 guide thimbles. The control rods slide inside the 
guide thimbles to conduct the rate of nuclear 
reaction'. ~57 The rod cluster control assembly is 
constituted by 24 stainless steel cylinders, 4m in 
length, in which calibrated boron carbide pellets 
(diameter 7-8 mm, height 15 mm, weight ~ 1.4 g) are 
piled, under argon atmosphere. 

8.4.4 Fabrication o f  boron carbide pellets 
Boron carbide powders are sintered (cf. Section 2.2). 

As an absorber for PWR 'natural' boron carbide 
(19"8 % ~°B) is used; pellets are pressureless sintered, 
the density is ~ 70% dth. In France, the Compagnie 
Franco Belge de Fabrication de Combustibles 
(FBFC) produces 2000m of pellets per year, i.e. 

190 kg, corresponding to one reactor core. 
Boron carbide is also used as an absorber for FBR 

(Superphenix and Phenix). The diameter of pellets is 
20 mm in the main control system, and 45 mm in the 
complementary system. Pellets are hot-pressed to 
reach 96% dth. 

8.4.5 Behavior under neutron irradiation 
The degree of irradiation of boron carbide is 
expressed either by a relative valfie (ratio of 
consumed I°B atoms to initial number of total 
atoms) or an absolute value by the capture density 
(number of consumed I°B atoms--equivalent to the 
number of He or Li, appeared during irradiation-- 
pro volume unit). The lifetime of boron carbide in 
the control rod does not reach the theoretical limit 
fixed by the total consumption of X°B, because of the 
destruction of the material due to the large volume 
of He produced. For an irradiation corresponding to 
1022 captures/era 3 of B4C (typical value in FBR for a 
330-day period), 0.12g of lithium and 380cm 3 

helium are produced in a 1 cm 3 absorber. Under the 
temperature influence, a part (50-90 %) of the helium 
diffuses outside the material, whereas a part 
accumulates, thus producing swelling and micro- 
cracking, which can break up a pellet into a fine 
powder. These processes are rather insensitive to the 
irradiation parameters (temperature, flux and neu- 
tron spectrum). 74 The combination of swelling 
(increase of 15 vol% for 1022 captures/cm 3) and the 
desegregation of the material induces, for heavy 
irradiations (> 1022 captures/cm3), a strong mech- 
anical interaction between the absorber and the 
stainless steel tube, which may be broken. This tube 
is also fragilized under fast neutrons irradiation and 
by diffusion of both boron and carbon (especially 
free) coming from the absorber itself; in Super- 
phenix, boron carbide is directly cooled by metallic 
sodium, inside the steel tube. 

The mean lifetime of an absorber in a PWR is 15 
years, whereas it should be one year in the fast 
breeder, for a maximum density of captures respec- 
tively of 0"5 1022/cm 3 and 1"2 1022/cm 3. 

Samples irradiated by the fast neutrons of a 
reactor were studied by transmission electron 
microscopy in order to understand the respective 
roles of helium and point defects in relation with 
swelling and microcracking. TM 

9 Conclusion 

Actually, boron carbide is a fascinating technical 
ceramic. 

Annual production in the non-Communist coun- 
tries is about 500 t, which is rather small compared 
to the 500 000 tonnes SiC production. 6 

Among the industrial uses, nuclear applications 
are the most valuable and promising. The price of 
1°B-enriched boron carbide is very high (cf. Section 
8.4.2) but the development of fast neutron reactors 
needs boron carbide. Problems due to swelling under 
irradiation remain, and they have to be solved. 
Research is being carried out, for instance in France. 

Powders are usually prepared either by magnesio- 
thermy or arc melting. Perhaps new reactive 
powders, from plasma or laser techniques, could be 
interesting for low temperature pressureless sinter- 
ing. Organic boron precursors are not yet developed, 
but should be useful as sintering additives. 43 

New forms such as platelets and whiskers for 
boron carbide are just appearing (cf. Section 2.3.4). 64 

Several composite systems are now studied: 
cermets with AI; ~5a-16° composites B4C-C and 
B,I.C-SiC; 10'14'161'162 B4C-SiC whiskers; 16a 
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B4C_TiB2 .~ ~ 6 Specific applications for the latter are 
still to be developed. 
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